Language development should:
• be designed to develop students’ linguistic abilities through oral communication, visual interpretation, reading comprehension, writing skills
• be a challenging and enjoyable educational experience
• have a clear purpose for students and be relevant to their needs and aspirations
• where possible, be appropriate for the context of the career-related studies.

All CP students must complete a language portfolio.

Is there a quality online language provider/course that students and school can access?

Is there a quality language provider in the area?

EXTERNALLY PROVIDED LANGUAGE COURSE:
• local language school or language provider
• language course at a local university or college
• local community members

Externally provided language course:
ONLINE (e.g. EdX, Coursera or other online language courses)

Does the school have a specialist language teacher who can teach the course?

Yes

Does the school have a specialist language teacher who can design a course?

Yes

School-monitored SELF-DIRECTED study

Taught SCHOOL-DESIGNED course

Is it appropriate to adopt approaches that rely on and enhance learner independence or that engage students with other modes of learning (e.g. online, blended)?